greatly outperform earlier versions of sequential decoders both in theory and practice. Meanwhile the feedback decoding advocates were encouraged by the burst-error correcting capabilities of the codes which render them quite useful for channels with memory.
T o add to the confusion, yet a third decoding technique emerged with the Viterbi decoding algorithm
[9], which was soon thereafter shown to yield maximum likelihood decisions (Forney [ 121, Omura [ 171 ) . Although this approach is probabilistic and emerged primarily from the sequential-decoding oriented discipline, it leads naturally to a more fundamental approach to convolut.iona1 code representation and performance analysis. Furthermore, by emphasizing the decoding-invariant properties of convolutional codes, one arrives directly to the maximum likelihood decoding algorithm and from it to the alternate approaches which lead to sequential decoding on the one hand and feedback decoding on the other. This decoding algorithm has recently found numerous applications in communication systems, two of which are covered in this issue (Heller and a three-part contribution devoted, respectively, to algebraic structure, maximum likelihood decoding, and sequential decoding. This paper, which began as an attempt to present, the author's original paper
[9] to a broader audience; is another such effort a t consolidating this discipline.
It begins with an elementary presentation of the fundamcntal properties and structure of convolutional codes and proceeds to a natural development of the maximum likelihood decoder.
The relative distances among codewords are then determined by means of the generating function (or transfer function) of the code state diagram. This in turn leads to the evaluation of coded communication system performance on any memoryless channel. Performance is first evaluated for the specific cases of the binary symmetric channel (BSC) and the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel with biphase (or quadriphase) modulation, and finally generalized to other memoryless channels. New results are obtained for t,he evaluation of specific codes (by the generating function technique), rather than the ensemble average of a class of codes, as had been done previously, and for bit error probability, as distinguished from event error probability.
The previous ensemble average results are then extended to bit error, probability bounds for the class of 1 This material first appeared in unpublished form as the notes for th? Linkabit. Corp ., "Seminar on convolutional codes," Jan. 1970.
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time-varying convolutional codes by means of a generalized generating function approach; explicit results are obtained for the limiting case of a very noisy channel and compared with the corresponding results for block codes. Finally, practical considerations concerning finite memory, metric representation, and synchronization are discussed. Further and more explicit details on these problems and detailed results of performance analysis and simulation are given in the paper by Heller and , Jacobs [ 241. While sequential decoding is not treated explicitly in this paper, the fundamentals and techniques presented here lead naturally to an elegant tutorial presentation of this subject, particularly if, following Jelinek [18], one begins with the recently proposed stack sequent.ia1 decoding algorithm proposed independently by Jelinek and Zigangirov [7] , which is far simpler to describe and understand then the original sequential algorithms. Such a development, which proceeds from maximum likelihood decoding to sequential decoding, exploiting the similarities in performance and analysis has been undertaken by Forney [22] . Similarly, the potentials and limitations of feedback decoders can be better understood with the background of the fundamental decoding-invariant convolutional code properties previously mentioned, as demonstrated, for example, by the recent work of hlorrissey ~1 5 1 .
CODE REPRESENTATION
A convolutional encoder is a linear finite-state machine consisting of a K-stage shift register and n linear algebraic function generators.
The input data, which is usually, though not necessarily, binary, is shifted along the register b bits at a time. An example with K = 3, n = 2, b = 1 is shown in Fig. 1 . The binary input data and output code sequences are indicated on Fig. 1 . The first three input bits, 0, 1, and 1, generate the code outputs 00, 11, and 01, respectively. We shall pursue this example to develop various representations of convolutional codes and their properties. The techniques thus developed will then be shown to generalize directly to any convolutional code.
It is traditional and instructive to exhibit a convolutional code by means of a tree diagram as shown in Fig. 2 .
If the first input bit is a zero, the code symbols. are those shown on the first upper branch, while if it is a one, the output code symbols are those shown on the first lower branch. Similarly, if the second input bit is a zero, we trace the tree diagram to the next upper branch, while if it, is a one, we trace the diagram downward. In this manner all 32 possible outputs for the first five inputs may be traced.
From the diagram it also becomes clear that after the first three branches the structure becomes repetitive. I n fact, we readily recognize that beyond the third branch the code symbols on branches emanating from the two nodes labeled a are ident.ica1, and similarly for all the identically labeled pairs of nodes. The reason for this is obvious from examination of the encoder. As the fourth input bit enters the coder a t t h e right, the first data bit falls off on the left end and no longer influences the output code symbols. Consequently, the data sequences 1 0 0~~. . . and OOOxy-. generate the same code symbols after the third branch and, as is shown in the tree diagram, both nodes labeled a can be joined together.
This leads to redrawing the tree diagram as shown in Fig. 3 . This has been called a trellis diagram [12], since a trellis is a tree-like structure with remerging branches. We adopt the convention here that code branches produced by a "zero" input bit are shown as solid lines and code branches produced by a "one" input bit are shown dashed.
The completely repetitive structure of the trellis diagram suggests a further reduction in the representation of the code to the state diagram of pond merely to the last two input bits to the coder we may use these bits to denote the nodes or states of this diagram.
We observe finally that the state diagram can be drawn directly by observing the finite-state machine properties of the encoder and particularly the fact that a four-st,ate directed graph can be used to represent uniquely the input-output relation of the eight-state machine. For the nodes represent the previous two bits while the present bit is indicated by the transition branch; for example, if the encoder (machine) contains 011, this is represented in the diagram by the transition from state b = 01 to state d = 11 and the corresponding branch indicates the code symbol outputs 01.
MINIMUM DISTANCE DECODER FOR BINARY SYMMETRIC CHANNEL
On a B,SC, errors which transform a channel code symbol 0 to 1 or 1 to 0 are assumed to occur independently from symbol to symbol with probability p . If all input (message) sequences are equally likely, the decoder which minimizes the overall error probability for any code, block or convolutional, is one which examines the error-corrupted received sequence ylyz * * yj . . . and chooses the data sequence corresponding to the transmitted code sequence ~~2 2 --*xj* . *, which is closest to the received sequence in the sense of Hamming distance; that is, the transmitted sequence which differs from the --of the trellis diagram. However, since the states corres-received sequence in the minimum number of symbols.
Referring first to the tree diagram, this implies that we should choose that path in the tree whose code sequence differs in the minimum number of symbols from the received sequence. However, recognizing that the transmitted code branches remerge continually, we may equally limit our choice to the possible pat.hs in the trellis diagram of Fig. 3 . Examination of this diagram indicates that it is unnecessary to consider the entire received sequence (which conceivably could be thousands or millions of symbols in length) at one time in deciding upon t.he most likely (minimum distance) transmitted sequence. In particular, immediately after the third branch we may determine which of the two paths leading t o node or state a is more likely to havc been sent. For examplc, if 010001 is received, it is clear that this is at distance 2 from 000000 while it is at distance 3 from 111011 and consequently we may exclude the lower path into node a. For, no matter what the subsequent, received symbols will be, they will effect the distanc,es only over subsequent branches after these two paths have remerged and consequently in exactly the same way. The same can be said for pairs of paths merging at. the other three nodes after the third branch. We shall refer to the minimum distance path of the two paths merging at. a given node as the "survivor." Thus it is necessary only to remember which was the minimum distance path from the received sequence (or survivor) at each node, as well as the value of that minimum distance. This is necessary because at the next node level we must compare the two branches merging at each node level, which were survivors at the previous level for different nodes; e.g., the comparison a t node a after the fourth branch is among the survivors .of comparisons a t nodes a and c after the third branch. For example, if the received sequence over the first four branches is 01000111, the survivor at the third node level for node a is 000000 with distance 2 and at. node c it is 110101, also with distance 2. I n going from the third node level to the fourth the received sequence agrees precisely with the survivor from c but has distance 2 from the survivor from a. Hence the survivor at node a of the fourth level is the data sequence 1100 which produced the code sequence 11010111 which is at (minimum) distance 2 from the received sequence.
I n this way we may proceed through the received sequence and at each step for each state preserve one surviving path and its distance from the received sequence, which is more generally called metric. The only difficulty which may arise is the possibility that in a given comparison between merging paths, the distances or metrics are identical. Then we may simply flip a coin as is done for block codewords at equal distances from the received sequence. For even if we preserved both of the equally valid contenders, further received symbols would affect both metrics in exactly the same way and thus not further influence our choice.
This decoding algorithm was first proposed by Viterbi [9] in the more general context of arbitrary memoryless IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY, OCTOBER 1971 channels. Another description of the algorithm can be obtained from the state-diagram representation of Fig.  4 . Suppose wc sought that path around the directed state diagram, arriving at node a. after the kth transit.ion, whose code symbols are at a minimum distance from the received sequence. But clearly this minimum distance path to node a a t time k can be only one of two candidates: the miminunl distance path .to node a at time k -1 and the minimum distance path to node c a t time k -1. The comparison is performed by adding the new distance accumulated in the kth transition by each of these paths to their minimum distances (metrics) at timc k -1.
It appears thus that the statc diagram also represents a system diagram for this decoder. With each node or state we associate a stomge register which remembers the minimum distance path into the state after each transition as well as a metric register which remembers its (minimum) distance from the received sequence. Furthermore, comparisons are made at each step between the two paths which lead into each node. Thus four comparators must als9 be provided.
There remains only the question of truncating the algorithm and ultimately deciding on one path rather than four. This is easily done by forcing the last two input bits to the coder to be 00. Then the final state of the code must be a = 00 and consequently the ultimate survivor is the survivor at node a, after the insertion into the coder of the two dummy zeros and transmission of the corresponding four code symbols. In terms of the trellis diagram this means that the number of states is reduced from four to two by the insertion of the first. zero and to a single state by the insertion of the second. The diagram is thus truncated in the same way as it was begun.
We shall proceed to generalize these code representations and optimal decoding algorithm to general convolutional codes and arbitrary memoryless channels, including the Gaussian channel, 'in Sections V and VI. However, first we shall exploit the state diagram further to determine the relative distance properties of binary convolutional codes.
IV. DISTANCE PROPERTIES OF CONVOLUTIONAL CODES
We continue .to pursue the example of Fig. 1 for the sake of clarity; in the next .section we shall easily generalize results. It is well known that convolutional codes are group codes. Thus there is no loss in generality in computing the distance from the all zeros codeword to all the other codewords, for this set of distances is the same as the set of distances from any. specific codeword to all the others.
For this purpose we may again use either the trellis diagram or the state diagram. We first of all redraw the trellis diagram in Fig. 5 labeling the branches according to their distances from the all zeros path. Now consider all the paths that, merge with 'the all zeros for the first time at some arbitrary node j .
at this same state a = 00. It is seen from the diagram that of theEe paths there will be just one path at distance 5 from the all zeros path and this diverged from it three branches back. Similarly there are two a t distance 6 from it, one which diverged 4 branches back and the other which diverged 5 branches back, and so forth. We note also that the input bits for distance 5 path are 00 . 0100 and thus differ in only one input bit from the all zeros, while the distance 6 paths are 00.. * 01100 and 00 * 010100
and thus each differs in 2 input tiits from the all zeros path. The minimum distance, sometimes called the minimum "free" distance, among ail paths is thus seen to be 5. This implies that any pair of channel errors can be corrected, for two errors will cause the received sequence to be at distance 2 from the transmitted (correct) sequence but ,it will. be at least at distance 3 from any other possible code sequence.
It appears that with enough patience the distance of all paths frohn the ail zeros (or any arbitrary) path can be so determined from the trellis diagram.
However, by examining instead the state diagram we can readily obtain a &sed form expression whose expansion yields directly and effortlessly all the distance information. We begin by labeling the branches of the state diagram 6f Fig. 4 either D 2 This verifies our previous observation and in fact shows that among the paths which merge with the all zeros a t a given node there are 2k paths at distance k 4-5 from the all zeros. Of course, ( 1 ) holds for an infinitely long code sequence; if we are dealing with the jth node level, we must truncate the series a t some point. This is most easily done by considering the additional information indicated ,in the modified state diagralrl of Fig. 7 .
The L terms will be used to determine the length of a given path ; since each branch has an L , the exponent of the L factor will be augmented by one every' t h e a branbh is passed through. The N term is included only if that branch transition was,caused by an input data "one," Corresponding to a dotted branch in the trellis diagram: The ,generating function of this augmented state diagram is then
Thus we have verified that of the two distance 6 paths one is of length 4 and the other is of length 5 and both differ in 2 input bits from the all zeros.3 Also, of the distance 7 paths, one is of length 5, two are of length 6, and one is of length 7 ; all four paths correspond to input sequences with three ones. If we are interested in the jth node level, clearly we should truncate the series such that no terms of power greater than Lj are included.
We have thus fully determined the properties of all paths in the convolutional code. This will be useful later in evaluating error probability performance of codes used over arbitrary memoryless channels.
of the diagram regarded as a signal flow graph.
2 Alternatively, this can be regarded as the transfer function 3Thus if the all zeros was the correct, path and the noise will be made.
causes 11s to choose one of the incorrect paths, two bit errors 
V. GENERALIZATION TO ARBITRARY CONVOLUTIONAL CODES
The generalization of these techniques to arbitrary binary-tree ( b = 1) convolutional codes is immediate.
That is, a coder with a I<-stage shift register and n mod-2 adders will produce a trellis or state diagram with 2K-1 nodes or states and each branch will contain n code symbols. The rate of this code is then fc = -bits/code symbol.
The exalnple pursued in the previous sections had rate R = 1/2. The primary characteristic of the binary-tree codes is that only two branches exit from and enter each node.
If rates other than l/n are desired we must make b >-1, where b is the number of bits shifted into the register at one time. An example for K = 2, b = 2, n = 3, and consequently rate R = 2/3 is shown in Fig. 8 and its state diagram is shown in Fig. 9 . It differs from the binary-tree codes only in that each node is connected to four other nodes, and for general b it will be connected to 2b nodes. Still all the preceding techniques including the trellis and state-diagram generating function analysis are still applicable.
It must be noted, however, that the minimum distance decoder must make comparisons among all the paths entering each node a t each level of the treliis and select one survivor out of four (or out of 2* in general). The convolut,ional encoder is preciseiy the device studied in the preceding sections. The data sequence is generally binary (ai = 0 or 1) and the code sequence is divided into subsequences where x i represents the n code symbols generated just after the input bit ai enters the coder:
that is, the symbols of the jth branch. In terms of the example of This model includes the BSC wherein the y i are binary n vectors each of whose symbols differs from the cor- responding symbol of x i with probability p and is identical to it with probability 1 -p .
For completely general channels it is readily shown [6], [14]
that if all input data sequences are equally likely, the decoder which minimizes the error probability is one which compares the conditional probabilities, also called likelihood functions, P ( y I X"")), where y is the overall received sequence and X"'" is one of the possible transmitted sequences, and decides in favor ,of the maximum. This is called a maximum likelihood decoder. The likelihood functions are given or computed from the specifications of the channel. Generally it is more convenient to compare the quantities log P(y I xcm)) called the log-likelihood functions and the result is unaltered since the logarithm is a monotonic function of its (always positive) argument.
To illustrate, let us consider again the BSC. Here each transmitted symbol is altered with probability p < .1/2. Now suppose we have received a particular N-dimensional binary sequence y and are considering a possible transmitted N-dimensional code sequence which differs in dm symbols from y (that is, the Hamming distance between and y is dm). Then since the channel is memoryless (i.e., it affects each symbol independently of all the others), the probability that this was transformed to the specific received y at distance d,, from it is
and the log-likelihood function is thus
Now if we compute this quantity for each possible transmitted sequence, it is clear that, the second term is constant in each case.
Furthermore, since we may assume p < 1/2 (otherwise the roie of 0 and 1 is simply interchanged at. the rcceivcr), we may express this as
wherc .(Y and , 8 are positive constants and d,,, is the (positive) distance. Consequently, it is clear that maximizing the log-likelihood function is equivalent. to minimizing the Hamming distance d,,,. Thus for the BSC to minimize the error probability we should choose that code sequence at minimum distance from the received sequence, as we havc indicated and done in preceding sections.
W e now consider a more physical practical channel: the AWGN channel with biphase4 phase-shift keying (PSK) modulation. The modulator and optimum demodulator (correlatdr or integrate-and dump filter) for this channel are shown in Fig. 11 .
We use the notation that x i k is the kth code symbol for the jth branch. Each binary symbol (which we take here for convenience t o be f 1) modulates the carrier by =tII/2 radians for T seconds. The transmission rate is, therefore, 1/T symbols/second or b/nT' = R / T bit/s. The function e, is the energy transmitted for each symboi. The energy per bit is, therefore e b = E J R . The white Gaussian noise is a zero-mean random process of onesided spectral density NO W/Hz, which affects each symbol independently. It thetl follows direct,ly that the channel outbut symbol y i k is a Gaussian random variable whose mean is d < x j k (i.e., + 4 : if x j k = 1 andif xi,+ = -1) ,and whose variance is N , / 2 . Thus the conditional probability density (or likelihood) function of Y i k given x i k is
The likelihood function for the jth branch of a particular where C and D are independent of m, and we have used the fact. that = 1. Similarly, the log-likelihoods function for any path is the sum of the log-likelihood functions for each of its branches.
We have thus shown that the maximum likelihood decoder for the memoryless AWGN biphase (or quadriphase) modulated channel is one which forms the inner product between the received (real number) sequence and the code sequence (consisting of f 1) and chooses the path corresponding to the greatest. Thus the metric for this channel is the inner product (5) as contrasted with the distanceG metric used for the BSC. For convolutional codes the structure of the code paths was described in Sections II-V. I n Section I11 the optimum decoder w&s derived for the BSC. It now becomes clear that if we substitute the inner product metric syjkxjk(m) for the distance metric sdjk(m), used for the BSC, all the arguments used in Section 111 for the latter apply equally to this Gaussian channel. I n particular the optimum decoder has a block diagram represented by the code state diagram. At step j the stored metric for each state (which is the maximum of the metrics of all the paths leading to this state at this time) is augmented by the branch metrics for branches emanating from this state. The comparisons are performed among all pairs of (or in general sets of 2b) branches entering each state and the maxima are selected as the new most likely paths. The history (input data) of each new survivor must again be stored and the decoder is now ready for step j + 1.
Clearly, this argument generalizes to any memoryless channel and we must simply use the appropriate metric
In P ( y I X("')), which may always be determined from the statistical description of the channel. This includes, among others, AWGN channels employing other forms of modulation.'
In the next section, we apply the analysis of convolutional code distance properties of Section IV to determine the error probabilities of specific codes on more general memoryless channels.
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path merging with the all zeros at node a a t the jth level. Now suppose that the previous-level survivors were such that the path compared with the all zeros a t step j is the path whose data sequence is 00 . 0100 corresponding to ' nodes a * * . a a b c a (see Fig. 4 .). This differs from the correct (all zeros) path in five symbols. Consequently an error will be made in this comparison if the BSC caused three or more errors in these particular five symbols. Hence the probability of an error in this specific comparison is VII. PERFORMANCE OF CONVOLUTIONAL CODES ON MEMORYLESS CHANNELS I n Section IV we analyzed the distance properties of convolutional codes employing a state-diagram generating functioli technique. We now extend this approach 'to obtain tight upper bounds on the error proba.bility of such codes. We shall consider the BSC, the AWGN channel and more general memoryless channels, in that order. We shail obtain both the first-event error probability, which is the probability that the correct path is excluded (not a survivor) for the first time at the jth,step; and the bit error probability which is the expected ratio of bit errors to total number of bits transmitted.
A . Binary Symmetric Cho.nnel
The first-event error probability is readily obtained from the generat.ing function T(D) [ (5) for the code of Fig. 1 , which we shall again pursue for demonstrative purposes]. We may assume, without loss of generality, since we are dealing with group codes, that the all zeros path was, transmitted. Then a first-event error is made at the jth step if this path is excluded by selecting another or multiphase modulators, might be employed, Jacobs [ I l l has 7 Although more elaborate modulators, such as multiple FSK shown that the most effective as well as the simplest system for wide-band space and satellite channels is the binary PSK modulator considered in the example of this section. We note again that the performance of quadriphase modulation is the same as for biphase modulation, when both are coherently demodulated. P, = 2 (:)p"(l -p)5--s.
e -3
On the other hand, there is no assurance that this particular distance five path will have previously survived so as to be compared with the correct path at the jth step. If either of the distance 6 paths were compared instead, then four or more errors in the six different symbols will definitely cause an error in the survivor decision, while three errors will cause a tie which, if resolved by coin flipping, will result in an error only half the time. Then the probability if this comparison is made is Similarly, if the previousiy sutviving paths were such that a distance d path is compared with the correct path at the jth step, the resulting error probability is k odd Now at step j, since there is no simple way of determining previous survivors, we may overbound the probability of a first-event ,error by the sum of the error probabilities for all possible paths which merge with the correct path at this point. Note this union bound is indeed an upper bound because two or more such paths may both have distance closer to the received sequence than the correct path (even though only one has survived to this point) and thus the events are not disjoint. For the example with generating function (1) it follows that the first-event error probabilitys is bounded by P, < P, + 2P, + i P , + 1 . . + 2kP,+, + * . . (9): where PI, is given by (8).
upper bounded by (see (39) ) .
I n Section VII-C it wili be shown that (8) can be
Using this, the first-event error probability bound
can be more loosely bounded by the first-event error probability is bounded by the generalization of ( 9 ) . i -where Ph: is given by (8) and more loosely upper bounded by the generalization of (11)
Whenever a decision error occurs, one or more bits will be incorrectly decoded. Specifically, those bits in which the path selected differs from the correct path will be incorrect. If only one error were ever made in decoding an arbitrary long code path, the number of bits in error in this incorrect path could easily be obtained from the augmented generating function T ( D , N ) (such as given by (2) with factors in L deleted). For the exponents of the N factors indicate the number of bit errors for the given incorrect path arriving a t node a at the jth level.
After the first error has been made, the incorrect paths no longer will be compared with a path which is overall correct, but rather with a path which has diverged from the correct path over some span of branches (see Fig. 12 ).
If the correct path x has been excluded by a decision error at step j in favor of path x', the decision at step j + 1 will be between x' and x". Now the (first-event) error probability of (13) or (14) is for a comparison, at any step, between path x and any other path merging with it at that step, including path x" in this case. However, since the metricg for path x' is greater than the metric for
x, for on this basis the correct path was excluded at step j, the probabilit,~ that path x" metric exceeds path x' metric at step j + 1 is less than the probability that path x" exceeds the (correct) path x metric at this point. Consequently, the probability of a new incorrect path being selected after a previous error has occurred is upper bounded by the first-event error probability at that step.
Moreover, when a second error follows closely after a first error, it often occurs (as in Fig.  12 binary-tree code if we weight each term of the first-event error probability bound at any step by the number of erroneous bits for each possible erroneous path merging with the correct path at that node level, we upper bound the bit error probability.
For, a given step decision corresponds to decoder action on one more bit of the transmitted data sequence; the first-event error probability union bound with each term weighted by the corresponding number of bit errors is an upper bound on the expected number of bit errors caused by this action. (1 -20)'
Then from this we obtain, as in (9) , that for the BSC PB < p 5 + 2*2P6 + 3'4P7 + * * ' + ( k + 1)2kpk+, + " * (17)
where Pr, is given by ( 8 ) .
weaker but simpler bound
If for P, we use the upper bound (10) we obtain the IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY, OCTOBER 1971
higher met,ric than the correct path, i.e., " The results of (14) and (18) will be extended to more general memoryless channels, but first we shall consider one more specific channel of particular interest.
AWGN Biphnse-Modulated Channel
As was shown in Section VI the decoder for this channel operates in exactly the same way as for the BSC, except that instead of Hamming distance it uses the metric where xi; = f l are the transmitted code symbols, yii the corresponding received (demodulated) symbols, a,nd j runs over the n symbols of each branch while i runs over all the branches in a particular path. Hence, to analyze it's performance we may proceed exactly as in Section VII-A except that the appropriate pairwisedecision errors P k must be substituted for those of (6) As before we assume, without loss of generality, that the correct (transmitted) path x has zii = +1 for all i and j (corresponding to the all zeros if the input symbols were 0 and 1). Let us consider an incorrect path x' merging with the correct pat,h a t a particular step, which has k negative symbols (xi j t = -1) and the remainder posit.ive. Such a path may be incorrectly chosen only if it has a to (8).
where i runs over all branches in the two paths.
But since, as we have assumed, the paths x and x' differ in exactly k symbols, wherein x i j = 1 and xiit = -1, the pairwise error probability .is just where r runs over the k symbols wherein the two paths differ. Now it was shown in Section VI that the yii are independent Gaussian random variables of variance N0/2 and mean &xii, where xii is the actually transmitted code symbol. Since we are assuming that the (correct) t,ransmitted path has xii = +1 for all i and j , it follows that yii or y, has mean d< and variance N0/2. Therefore, since the k variables yr are independent and Gaussian, the sum 2 = x,=lk y7 is also Gaussian with mean IC fi and variance kN0/2.
Consequently,
We recall from Section VI that is the symbol energy, which is related to the bit energy by =Reb, where R = b/n. The bound on PE then follows exactly as in Section VII-A and we obtain the same general bound as (13) where aL are the coefficients of and where d is the minimum distance between any two paths in the code. We may simplify this procedure considerably while loosening the bound only slightly for this channel by observing that for x 2 0, y 2 0, Consequently, for k 2 dl from (23) 761 out tbe first two factors. Since the product of the first two factors is always less than one, the more general bound is somewhat weaker.
C. General Memoryless Channels
As was indicated in Section VI, for equally likely input data sequences, the minimum error probability decoder chooses the path which maximizes the log-likelihood funct.ion (metric)
In P(y I x("')) over d l possible paths X("'). If each symbol is transmitted (or modulates the transmitter) independent of all preceding and succeeding symbols, and the interference corrupts each symbol independently of all the others, then the channel, which includes the modem, is said to be memorylessl0 and the log-likelihood function
whence the bound of (24), using (27), becomes or
The bit error probability can be obtained in exactly the same way. .Just as for the BSC [ (19) and (20)l we have that for a binary-tree code
where ck are the coefficients of Thus following the came arguments which led from (24) to (28) we have for a binary-tree code A computer program has been written to evaluate (31) for any constraint length up to K = 10 and all rates R = l/n as well as R = 2/3 and R = 3/4. Extensive results of these calculations are given in the paper by Heller and Jacobs [24] , along with the results of simulations of the corresponding codes and channels. The simulations verify the tightness of the bounds.
In the next section, these bounding techniques will be extended to more general memoryless channels, from which (28) and (31) can be obtained directly, but withwherc xijO") is a code symbol of the ,mth path, y i j is the corresponding received (demodulated) symbol, j runs over the n symbols of each branch, and i runs over the branches in t,he given path. This includes the special cases considered in Sections VII-A and -B.
The decoder is the same as for the BSC except for using this morc general metric. Decisions are made after each set of new branch metrics have been added to the previously stored metrics.
To analyze performance, we must merely evaluate PIC, the pairwise error probability for an incorrect path which differs in k symbols from the correct path, as was done for the special channels of Sections VII-A and -B. Proceeding as in (22), letting xij and xi/ denote symbols of the correct and incorrect paths, respectively, we obtain Pdx, x') (33) where r runs over the k code symbols in which the paths differ. This probability can be rewritten as
where Y k is the set of all vectors y = (gl, y2, . . , y, , . . , yk) for which Often more than one code symbol in a. given branch is used to modulate the transmitter a t one time. In this case, provided the interference still affects succzeding branches independently, the channel can still be treated as memoryless but now the symbol likelihood functions are replaced by branch likelihood functions and (33) is replaced by a single sum over i.
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But if this is the case, then (35) that the likelihood functions (probability densities) were where x,. = + 1 .or -1 and first inequality is valid because we are multiplying the summand by a quantity greater than unity," and the second because we are merely extending the sum of positive terms over a larger set. 
I,
To illustrate the use of this bound we consider the two specific channels treated above. For the BSC,y,. is either equal to xr, the transmitted symbol, or to Z,., its complement. Now y,. depends on x, through the channel statistics. Thus
For each symbol in the set r = 1, 2, * -, k by definition for all pairs of correct and incorrect paths. This was used in Section VII-A to obtain the bounds (1 1) and (21).
For the AWGN channel of Section VII-B we showed for the BSC, and Euclidean k space for the AWGN channel.
11 This would be the set of all 2' k-dimensional binary vectors Note also that the bound of (36) may be improved for asymmetric channels by changing the two exponents of ?h to s and 1 -s, respectively, where 0 < s < 1.
12
The square root of a quantity greater than one is also greater than one.
where we have used (41) and x$ = xi2 = 1. The product of these k identical terms is, therefore,
for all pairs of correct and incorrect paths. Inserting these bounds in the general expressions (24) and (29) , and using (25) and (30) yields the bound on firstevent error probability and bit error probability. which are somewhat (though not exponentially) weaker than (28) and (31) .
A characteristic feature of both the BSC and the AWGN channel is that they affect each symbol in' the same way independent of its location in the sequence. Any memoryless channel has this property provided it is stationary (statistically time invariant). For a stationary memoryless channel (37) reduces to where13 Do A P(y, I Z~)''~P(~~ I X,')''' < 1.
(46)

Ilr
While this bound on
Pk is valid for all such channels, clearly it depends on the actual values assumed by the symbols x, and x,', of the correct and incorrect path, and these will generally vary according to the pairs of paths x and x' in question. However The term syste.matic convolutional code refers to a code on each of whose branches one of the code symbols is just the data bit generating that branch. Thus a systematic coder will have its stages connected to only n -1 adders, the izth being replaced by a direct line from the first stage to the commutator. Fig. 13 shows an R = 1/2 systematic coder for K = 3. It is well known that for group block codes, any nonsystematic code can be transformed into a systematic code which performs exactly as well. This is not the case for convolutional codes. The reason for this is that, as was shown in Section VII, the performance of a code on any channel depends largely on the relative distances between codewords and particulariy on the minimum free distance dl which is the exponent of D in the leading term of the generating function. Eliminating one of the adders results in a reduction of d. For example, the maximum free distance code for K = 3 is that of Fig. 13 and this has d = 4, while the nonsystematic K = 3 code of Fig. 1 has minimum free distance d = 5 . Table I shows the maximum minimum free distance for systematic and nonsystematic codes for K = 2 through 5 . For large constraint lengths the results are even more widely separated. In fact, Bucher and Heller [19] have shown that
for asymptotically large K , the performance of a systematic code of constraint length K is approximately the same as that of a nonsystematic code of constraint length K ( l -R ) . Thus for R = 1/2 and very large K , systematic codes have the performance of nonsystematic codes of half the constraint length, while requiring exactly the same optimal decoder complexity. For R = 3/4, the constraint length is effectively divided by 4.
IX. CATASTROPHIC ERROR PROPAGATION IN CONVOLUTIONAL CODES
Massey and Sain
[ 131 have defined a catastrophic error as the event that a finite number of channel symbol errors causes an infinite number of data bit errors to be decoded. Furthermore, they showed that a necessary and sufficient condition for a convolutional code to produce Thus for a BSC, for example, four-channel errors may cause 1;s to choose this incorrect path or consequently make an arbitrarily large number of bit errors (equal to two plils the number of times the self loop is traversed). Similarly for the AWGN channel this incorrect path with arbitrarily many corresponding bit errors will be chosen with probability erfc 4 6 e , / N 0 .
Another necessary and sufficient condition for catastrophic error propagation, recently found by Odenwalder [20] is that any nonzero data path in the trellis or state diagram produces K -1 consecutive branches with all zero code symbols.
We observe also that for binary-tree (k = l,/n) codes, if each adder of the coder has an even number of connections, then the self loop corresponding to the all ones (data) state will have zero weight and consequently the code will be catastrophic.
The main advantage of a systematic code is that it can never be catastrophic, sihce each closed loop must contain a t least one branch generated by a nonzero data bit and thus having a nonzero code symbol. Still it can be shown [23] that only a. small fraction of nonsystematic codes if3 catastrophic (in fact, 1/(2" -1) for binary-tree R = l./n codes. We note further that if catastrophic errors are ignored, nonsystematic codes with even larger free distance than those of Table I . exist. After some manipulation of the state-transition matrix of the state diagram of a binary-tree convolutional code of constraint length K , it is shown in Appendix 115 that
<----= LK(l + 21, + 4L2 + * * * + 2'Lk + * * .) (50) where the inequality indicates that more paths are being counted than actually exist. The expression (50) indicates that of the paths merging with the correct path at a given node level there is i o more than one of length K, no more than two of length K + 1, no more than three of length K + 2, etc.
We have purposely avoided considering the actual code or coder configuration so that the preceding expressions are valid for all binary-tree codes of constraint length K. We now extend our class 15This generating function can also, be used to obtain error bounds for orthogonal convolutional codes all of whose branches have the same weight, as is shown in Appendix I.
come is a head we connect the particular stage to the particular adder; if it is a tail we do not. Since this is repeated for each new branch, the result is that for each branch of the trellis the code sequence is a random binary n-dimensional vector. Furthermore, it can be shown that the distribution of these random code sequences is the same for each branch a t each node level except for the all zeros path, which must necessarily produce the all zeros code sequence on each branch. To avoid treating the all zeros path differently; we ensure statistical uniformity by requiring further that after each shift a random binary n-dimensional vector be added to each branch16 and that this also be reselected after each shift. (This additional artificiality is unnecessary for input-binary channels but is required to prove our result for general memoryless channels). Further details of this procedure are given in Viterbi [9] .
We now seek a bound on the average error probability of this ensemble of codes relative to the measure (randomselection process) imposed.. We begin by considering the probability that after transmission over a memoryless channel the metric of one of the fewer than 2k paths merging with the correct path after differing in K + k branches, is greater than the correct metric. Let Si be the correct (transmitted) sequence and xi' an incorrect sequence for the ith branch of the two paths. Then following the argument which led to (37) we have that the probability that the given incorrect path may cause an error is bounded by To improve on these bounds when R > R,, we must improve on the union bound approach by obtaining a single bound on the probability that any one of the fewer than 2' paths which differ from the correct path in K -t k branches has a metric higher than the correct, path a,t a given node level. This bound, first derived by Gallager where x and y are now scalar random variables associated with each code symbol. Note 'also that because of the statistical uniformity of the code, the results are independent of which path was transmitted and which incorrect path we are considering.
Proceeding as in Section VII, it follows that, a union bound on the ensemble average of the 'first-event error probability is obtained by substituting T o bound the bit, error probability we must weight each term of (56) by the number of bit errors for the corresponding incorrect path. This could be done by evaluating the transfer function
T(L, N ) as in Section VI1
(see also Appendix' I ) , but. a simpler approach, which yields a simpler bound which is nearly as tight, is to recognize that an incorrectly chosen path which merges with the correct path after K + IC branches can produce no more IC + 1 bit errors. For, any path which merges with the correct path at a given level must be generated by data which coincides with the correct path data over the last K -1 branches prior to merging, since only in this way can the coder register be filled with the same bits as t.he correct path, which is the condition for merging. Hence the number of incorrect bits due to a path which differs from the correct path
Hence we may overbound p B by weighting the kth term of (56) by k + 1, .which results in (57)
The bounds of (56) 8nd (57) are finite only for rates R < Ro, and Ro can be shown .to be always less than the channel capacity.
where p is an arbitrary parameter which we shall choose to minimize the bound. It is easily seen that Eo(0) = 0, while E,(l) = R,, in which case = a k P P , + k , the ordinary union bound of (56). We bound the overall ensemble first-event error probability by the probability of the union of these composite events given by (58). Thus we find Clearly (60) reduces to (56) when p = 1.
To determine the bit error probability using this approach, we must recognize that refers to 2k different incorrect paths, each with a different number of incorrect bit,s. However, just as was observed in deriving (57), an incorrect path which differs from the correct path in K + k branches prior to merging can produce a t most k + 1 bit errors. Hence weighting the kth term of (60) by k + 1, we obtain Clearly (61) reduces t.o (57) when p = 1.
Before we can interpret the results of (56) , (57), (60) , Fig. 15 with E,(O) = 0 and Eo( 1) = e,.
Where the derivative E,, '(p) exists, it decreases with p and it follows easily from the definition that the mutual information of the channells where Sn and Y n are the channel input and output 'spaces, respectively, for each branph sequence. Consequently, i t follows that to minimize the bounds (60) and ( 6 i ) , we must make p' i 1
as 'large as possible to maximize the exponent of the numerator, but at the same'time'we must ensure that in order t o keep the denominator positive. Thus since E O ( l ) = R,) 'and E,,(p) < Ro, for p < 1, i t follows that for R < Ro and sufficiently large K we should choose p = 1, or equivalently use the bounds ( 5 6 ) and (57). We may thus combine all the above bounds into the expressions where
To minimize the numerators of (63) and (64) for R > Ro we should choose p as large as possible, since E j o ( p ) is a nondecreasing function of p . However, we are limited by t.he necessity of making S(R) > 0 to keep the denominator from .becoming zero.
On the other hand, as the constraint length K becomes very large we may choose S(R) = 6 very small. In particular, as 8 approaches 0, (65) approaches ' 17 C can be made equal to the channel capacity by properly choosing the ensemble measure q ( x ) . For an input-binary channel the random binary convolutional coder described above achieves this. Otherwise ' a further transformation of the branch sequence into a smaller set, of nonbinary sequences is required 191. It follows frorn the properties of E,,(p) described, that for R > Rot lim6-o E ' ( R ) decreases from Ro to 0 as R increases from Ro t o C, but that it remains positive for all rates less than C. The function is shown for a typical channel in Fig. 16. It is particularly instruct.ive to obtain specific. bounds, in the limiting' case, .for the class of "very noisy!' channels, which includes the BSC with p = 1/2 -y where 171 << 1 'and the biphase modulated AWGN with . c~/ N , ) << 1. For this class of channels i t can be shown For the very noisy channel, suppose we let p = C/ R -1, so that using (68) we obtain Eo(,,) = C -R .
Then in the limit 'as 6 -j 0 ( 6 5 ) becomes for a very noisy channel
{y: R , C/2 5 R 5 C .
(69)
This limiting form of E ( R ) is shown in Fig. 17 . The bounds (63) and (64) are for the average error probabilities of the ensemble of codes relat.ive to the measure induced by random selection of the time-varying coder tap sequences. At least. one code in the ensemble must perform better than $he average. Thus the bounds (63) and (64) hold for t.he best time-varying binarytree convolutional coder of constraint length K . Whether there exists a fixed convolutional code with this performance is an unsolved problem. However, for small K the results of Section VI1 seem to indicate that these bounds are valid also for fixed codes.
T o determine'the tightness' of the upper bounds, it. is useful to have lower bounds for convolutional code error probabilities, It can be shown 
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Both Eb ( R ) and E L b ( R ) are functions of R which for all R > 0 are less than the exponents E ( R ) and E L ( R ) for convolutional codes [SI. In particular, for very noisy channels they both become [5]
equations (67) with (71), shows that
for R > R,, but is greater for low rates.
and (68) that For very noisy channels, i t follows easily from (71)
Actually, however, tighter lower bounds for R < C / 2 (Viterbi 191) show that for very noisy channels which is precisely the result of (69) or of Fig. 17 . It follows that, at least, for very noisy channels, the exponential bounds are asymptotically exact.
All the result,s derived in this section can be extended directly to nonbinary ( b > 1) codes. It is easily shown (Viterbi [ 9 ] ) that the same results hold with R = b/n, R,, and E o ( p ) multiplied by b , and all event probability upper bounds multiplied by 2b -1, and bit probability upper bounds multiplied by (ab -l ) / b .
Clearly, the ensemble of codes considered here is nonsystematic. However, by a modification of the arguments used here, Bucher and Heller [19] restricted the ensemble to systematic t.ime-varying convolutional codes (i.e., codes for which b code symbols of each branch correspond to the data which generates the branch) and obtained all the above results modified only to the extent that the exponents E ( E ) and ET, ( R ) are multiplied by 1 -R. (See also Section VIII.)
Finally, it. is most revealing to compare the asymptotic ' results for the best convolutional codes of a given constraint length with the corresponding asymptotic results for the best block codes of a given block length. Suppose t.hat K bits are coded into a block code of length N so that R = K / N bits/code symbol. Then i t can be shown (Gallager [5 J , Shannon e t al. [8] ) that for the best block code, t.he bit error probability is bounded above and below by where This is plotted as a dotted curve in Fig. 17 .
Thus it is clear by comparing the magnitudes of the negat.ive exponents of (73) and' (64) that, at least for very noisy channels, a convolutional code performs much better asymptotically than the corresponding block code of the same order of complexity. In particular at R = C / 2 , the ratio of exponents is 5.8, indicating that to achieve equivalent performance asymptotically the block length must be over five times the const.raint length of the convolutional code. Similar degrees of relative performa,nce can be shown for more general memoryless channels [ 91.
More significant from a practical viewpoint, for short constraint lengths also, convolutional codes considerably outperform block codes of the same order of complexity.
XI. PATH MEMORY TRUNCATION METRIC QUANTIZATION
AND SYNCHRONIZATION A major problem which arises in the implementat.ion of a maximum likelihood decoder is the length of the path history which must be stored. In our previous discussion we ignored t.his important point and therefore implicitly assumed that all past data would be stored. A final decision was made by forcing the coder into a known (all zeros) state. We now remove this impractical condit.ion. Suppose we truncate the path memories after M bits (branches) have been accumulat.ed, by comparing all 2K metrics for a maximum and deciding on the bit corresponding to that path (out of 2 K ) with the highest metric M branches forward. If M is several times as large as K , the additional bit errors introduced in this way are very few, as. we shall now demonstrate using the asymptotic results of the last section.
An additional bit error may occur due to memory truncation after M branches, if the bit selected is from an incorrect path which differed from the correct path M branches back and which has a higher metric, but which would ultimately be eliminated by the maximum likelihood decoder. But for a binary-tree code there can be no more 1,han 2$' distinct paths which differ from the correct path M branches back. Of these we need concern ourselves only with those which have not merged with the correct path in the intervening nodes. As was originally shown by Forney [ 1 2 ] , using the ensemble arguments of Section X we may bound the average probability of this event by [see (58)]
To minimize this bound we should maximize the expo- where E , ( R ) is the block coding exponent.
We conclude therefore that the memory truncation error is less than the bit error probability bound without truncation, provided the bound of (76) is less than the bound of (64). This will certainly be assured if
For very noisy channels we have from (69) Another problem faced by a system designer is the amount of storage required by the metrics (or log-likelihood functions) for each of the ZK paths. Fof. a BSC this poses no difficulty since the metric is just the Hamming distance which is at most n, the number of code symbols, per branch. For the AWGN, on the other hand, the optimum metric is a real number, the analog output of a correlator, matched filter, or integrate-anddump circuit. Since digital storage is generally required, it is necessary t o quantize this analog metric. However, once the components yjk of the optimum metric of (5), which are the correlator outputs, have been quantized to Q levels, the channel is no longer an AWGN channel. For biphase modulation, for example, it becomes a binary input Q-ary output discrete memoryless channel, whose transition probabilities are readily calculated as a function of the energy-to-noise density and the quantization levels. The optimum metric is not obtained by replacing yi , by its quantized value &(yjk) in (5) but rather it is the log-likelihood function log P(y I x c m ) ) for the binaryinput Q-ary-output channel.
Nevertheless, extensive simulation [24] indicates that for 8-level quantization even use of the suboptimal metric ck Q (~J ,~) Z~~(~) results in a degradat,ion of no more than 0.25 dB relative to the maximum likelihood decoder for the unquantized AWGN, and that use of the optimum metric is only negligibly superior to this. However, t.his is not the case for sequential decoding, where the difference in performance between optimal and suboptimal metrics is significant [ 111.
In a practical system other considerations than error performance for a given degree of decoder complexity often dictate the selection of a coding system. Chief among these are often the synchronization requirements. Convolutional codes utilizing maximum likelihood decoding are particularly advantageous in that no block synchronization is ever required. For block codes, decoding cannot begin until the initial point of each block has been located. Practical systems often require more complexity in the synchronization system than in the decoder. On the other hand, as we have by now amply illustrated, a maximum likelihood decoder for a convolutional code does not' require any block synchronization because the coder is free running (i.e., it performs identical operations for each successive input bit and does not require that I< bits be input before generating an output). Furthermore, the decoder does not require knowledge of past inputs to start decoding; it may as well assume that all previous bits were zeros. This is not to say that initially the decoder will operate as well, in the sense of error performance, as if the preceding bits of the correct path were known. On the other hand, consider a decoder which starts with an initially known path but makes an error at some point and excludes the correct path. Immediately thereafter it will be operating as if it had just been turned on with an unknown and incorrectly chosen previous path history. That this decoder will recover and stop making errors within a finite number of branches follows from our previous discussions in which it was shown that-, other than for catastrophic codes, error sequences are always finite. Hence our initially unsynchronized decoder will operate just like a decoder which has just made an error and will thus always achieve synchronization and generally will produce correct decisions after a limited number of initial errors. Simulations have demonstrated that synchronization generally takes no more than four or five constraint lengths of received symbols.
Alt.hough, as we have just shown, branch synchronization is not required, code symbol synchronization within a branch is necessary. Thus, for example, for a binarytree rate R = 1/2 code, we must resolve the two-way ambiguity as to where each two code-symbol branch begins. This is called node synchronization. Clearly if we make the wrong decisions, errors will constantly be made thereafter. However, this situation can easily be detected because the mismatch will cause all the path metrics to be small, since in fact there will not be any correct path in this case. We can thus detect this event and change our decision as to node synchronization (cf.
Heller and Jacobs [24]). Of course, for an R .= l/n code, we may have to repeat our choice n times, once for each of the symbols on a branch, but since n represents the redundancy factor or bandwidth expansion, practical systems rarely use n > 4.
XII. OTHER DECODING ALGORITHMS FOR CONVOLU-TIONAL CODES
This paper has treated primarily maximum likelihood decoding of convolutional codes. The reason for this was two-fold: 1) maximum likelihood decoding is closely related to the structure of convolutional codes and its consideration enhances our understanding of the ultimate capabilities, performance, and limitation of these codes; 2) for reasonably short constraint lengths ( K < 10) its implementation is quite feasible'* and worthwhile because of its optimality. Furthermore for K 5 6 , the complexity of maximum likelihood decoding is sufficiently limit,ed that a completely parallel implementation (separate metric calculators) is possible. This minimizes the decoding time per bit and affords the possibility of extremely high decoding speeds [24] .
Longer constraint lengths are required for extremely low error probabilities a t high rates. Since the storage and computational complexity are proportional to 2R, maximum likelihood decoders become impractical for
becomes attractive. This is an algorithm which sequentially searches the code tree in an at.telnpt to find a path whose metric rises faster than some predetermined, but variable, threshold. Since the difference between the correct path metric and any incorrect path metric increases with constraint length, for large I< generally the correct path will be found by this algorithm. The main drawback is that the number of incorrect path branches, and consequently the computation complexity, is a random quantization (8 or more levels-3 or more bits). On the other hand, with maximum likelihood decoding, by employing a parallel implementation, short constraint length codes ( K < 6 ) can be decoded a t very high data rates (10 to 100 Mbits/s) even with soft quantiz a t' ion.
In addition, the insensitivity to metric accuracy and simplicity of synchronization render maximum likelihood decoding generally preferable when moderate error probabilities are sufficient. In particular, since sequential decoding is limited by the overflow problem to operate at code rates somewhat below Eo, it appears that for the AWG'N the crossover point above which maximum likelihood decoding is preferable to sequential decoding occurs a t values of P, somewhere between and depending on the transmitted data rate. As the data rate increases the P, crossover point decreases.
A third technique for decoding convolutional codes is known as feedback decoding, with threshold dwoding [3] as a subclass. A feedback decoder basically makes a decision on a particular bit or branch in the decoding tree or trellis based on the received symbols for a limited number of branches beyond t.his point. Even though the decision is irrevocable, for limited constraint lengths (which are appropriate considering the limited number of branches involved in a decision) errors will propagate only for moderate lengths. When transmission is over a binary symmetric channel, by employing only codes with certain algebraic (orthogonal) properties, the decision on a given branch can be based on a linear function of the received symbols, called the syndrome, whose dimensionality is equal to the number of branches involved in the decision. One particularly simple decision criterion based on this syndrome, referred t o as threshold decoding, is mechanizable in a very inexpensive manner. However, feedback decoders in general, and threshold decoders in particular, have an error-correcting capability equivalent to very short constraint' length codes and consequently do not compare favorably with the performance of maximum likelihood or sequential decoding.
However, feedback decoders are particularly well suited to correcting error bursts which may occur in fading channels. Burst errors are generally best handled by using interleaved codes: that is, employing L convolutional codes so that the jth, (L + j ) t h (2L + j)th, etc., bits are encoded into one code for each j = 0, 1, . * , L -1. This will cause any burst of length less than L to be broken up into random errors for the L independently operating decoders. Interleaving can be achieved by simply inserting L -1 stage delay lines between stages of the convolutional encoder; the resulting single encoder then generat.es the L interleaved codes. The significant advantage of a feedback or threshold decoder is that the same technique can be employed in the decoder resulting in a single (time-shared) decoder rather than L decoders, providing feasible implementations for hardquantized channels, even for protection against error bursts of thousands of bits. Details of feedback decoding are treated extensively in Massey [3] , Gallager [ 141, times the first), we obtain finally a 2"' -1 dimensional ( L , N ) for any binary tree ( b = 1) unity, but with modifications in two places, both in the convolutional code of arbitrary constraint length K . It first row; namely, the first component on the right side is most convenient in the general case to begin with the is squared, and the middle term of the first row is refinite-state machine state-transition matrix for the linear duced by an amount NL'. Although we have given the equations among t.he state (node) variables. We exhibit explicit result only for K = 4, it is easily seen to be valid this in terms of N and L for a I< = 4 code as follows:
for any K . 
(which corresponds to adding the second row to NL Since in all respects, except these two, the matrix after this sequence of reductions is the same as the original but with its dimension reduced corresponding to a reduction of K by unity, we may proceed to perform this sequence of reductions again. The steps will be the same except that now in place of (go), we have N X i , i , ... j K _ , O l = X i l ; ; . . . ; r c -r l l (80') and in place of (82) X"00 . . . 0 1 = NLX'on ...o 1 + Xon...111 (82') while in place of (81) where Do is a function of the channel transition probabilities or energy-to-noise ratio and is given by (46).
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INTRODUCTION
OST WORK in coding theory has been addressed to efficient communication over memoryless channels. While this work has been directly applicable to space channels [ 13, it has been of little use on all other real channels, where errors tend to occur in bursts. The use of interleaving to adapt random-errorcorrecting codes to bursty channels is frequently pro- posed, but turns out to be a rather inefficient method of burst correction. Of the work that has gone into burst-correcting codes, the bulk has been devoted to finding codes capable of correcting all bursts of length B separated by guard spaces of length G. We call these zero-error burstcorrecting codes. It has been realized in the past few years that this work too has been somewhat misdirected ; for on channels for which such codes are suited, called in this paper classic bursty channels, much more efficient communication is possiblk if we require pnly that practically all bursts of length B be correctible.
The principal purpose of this paper is tutorial. In order to clarify the issues involved in the design of burstcorrecting codes, we examine an idealized model, the classic bursty channel, on which bursts are never longer than B nor guard spaces shorter than G. We see that the inefficiency of zero-error codes is due to their operating at the zero-error capacity of the channel, approximately (G -B ) / (G + B ) , rather than at the true capacity, which i s more like G / ( G + B ) . Operation a t the true capacity is possible, however, if bursts can be treated as erasures; that is, if their locations can be identified. By the construction of some archetypal schemes in which short Reed-Solomon (RS) codes are used with interleavers, we arrive at asymptotically optimal codes of
